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Press release 

Tomorrow and lemon.markets launch 
partnership 
 

• Tomorrow will be offering the sustainable invest product in partnership with and under the 
liability umbrella of lemon.markets in the future  

• The previous service of Solaris SE’s investment brokerage will end with the transfer in 

August 2024. All banking services will not be affected by this change.  

• Up until the actual migration of the securities account in August, full functionality of the 

product will be given. 

 

Hamburg, 06/11/2024 –The sustainable banking provider Tomorrow announced its cooperation 
with the securities institute lemon.markets brokerage GmbH today. The Hamburg-based 
company is thus changing the liability umbrella for its invest product from Solaris SE to 
lemon.markets. Solaris SE will remain the banking service provider for Tomorrow.  

"We are very excited about the partnership with lemon.markets in which we see great potential 
for further expansion of our investment offering" explains Inas Nureldin, Co-Founder and Co-
CEO of Tomorrow. "With this collaboration, we are also simplifying our investment setup by 
consolidating our services: Moving away from our previous setup involving three partners, 
lemon.markets offers all services as a single source." 

 

A new chapter for Tomorrow's sustainable investment products 

The decisive factor in choosing lemon.markets as a new partner was the consistent product 
vision and holistic product offering of the Berlin based FinTech. With lemon.markets, Tomorrow 
has a partner that offers the entire investment value chain providing trading and custody of 
securities, access to the capital market as well as the liability umbrella for Tomorrow. Before, 
Solaris SE, Baader Bank and DonauCapital were involved in this process. The partnership 
between Tomorrow and lemon.markets will come to live in August 2024. 
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With the Tomorrow Better Future Stocks, Tomorrow is currently offering an equity fund that is 
aligned with the Paris Agreement and contributes to solving environmental and social 
challenges. Investors' money flows exclusively into sustainable companies. In cooperation with 
lemon.markets, the launch of additional investment products will also be possible in the future. 

“We are happy to support an established FinTech like Tomorrow with our infrastructure. By 
migrating Tomorrow to our Brokerage-as-a-Service platform, we are simplifying its existing 
setup and jointly offer sustainable investment products for Tomorrow's customers,” says Max 
Linden, Founder and CEO of lemon.markets. 

 

Solaris SE remains partner for banking services 

By switching to lemon.markets, Tomorrow is responding to the discontinuation of Solaris SE's 
Brokerage-as-a-Service platform. The provision of banking services is not affected by this 
change and continues to be provided fully via Solaris SE.  

 

Implications for customers 

“We will do everything we can to implement the change for our customers as quickly and 

smoothly as possible,” emphasizes Inas Nureldin, Co-Founder and Co-CEO of Tomorrow. For the 

change of the liability umbrella, investors in Tomorrow Better Future Stock will first be given a 

notice of termination for the previous infrastructure, and the Invest product will then remain 

available for 60 days without restrictions. New custody account openings will not be offered for 

the time being. In August 2024, the custody account will be transferred for all investors who 

have agreed to the change of custody account. Temporarily, it will not be possible to buy or sell. 

The switch is free of charge for all investors. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tomorrow.one/en-EU/investing/tomorrow-better-future-stocks/
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More information on the product set-up can be found here in lemon.markets’ press release. 

 

About Tomorrow  

Tomorrow GmbH is the sustainable provider for digital banking. Tomorrow was founded in 2018 

by Inas Nureldin, Michael Schweikart and Jakob Berndt with the purpose of using money as a 

force for good. The product portfolio includes sustainable current accounts and an investment 

fund aligned with the Paris Climate Agreement.  

As a certified B Corporation, Tomorrow is aligned with the sustainable development goals of the 

United Nations and is committed to climate protection and social justice. In addition, it 

supports holistic social and climate protection projects worldwide. By the fourth quarter of 

2023, Tomorrow had achieved 139.451 million euros in sustainable investments. The Hamburg-

based company serves more than 120,000 customers.  

Tomorrow does not have a banking license itself; transactions are processed via Solaris SE. 

 

About lemon.markets  

The Berlin-based FinTech lemon.markets was founded by Max Linden in 2020. As a Brokerage-

as-a-Service platform, the BaFin-licensed company offers other financial service providers and 

FinTechs the IT infrastructure for handling securities transactions via an investment API. 

lemon.markets' mission is to become the infrastructure provider for the next 100 million 

European investors. Well-known international investors such as Creandum, Lakestar, 

Lightspeed and System.one have invested 15 million euros as seed financing in the FinTech. 

https://www.lemon.markets/en-de/media
https://www.tomorrow.one/en-EU/

